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Abstract 
 

Removal of shadow from Video Object Planes (VOPs) will assist in surveillance 

applications for comprehensive detection of activities. We have proposed a method for 

removal of shadows from the VOP. Also noise removal is done using existing methods from 

the VOP. To authenticate the surveillance VOP, digital watermarking is used. We have 

proposed digital watermarking using localized Biorthogonal wavelets for VOP. Super-

resolved VOP is generated using multi-frame method. Edge model based super resolution 

method is used to get the better results. Also the effect of digital watermarking is studied for 

the super-resolved VOP. A number of test cases have been proposed and found out a best 

method for video surveillance application. Our proposed super resolution (SR) method gives 

better results than bilinear and bi-cubic methods. 
 

Keywords:  Noise, Shadow removal, Super resolution, VOP, Watermarking.  
 

1.  Introduction 
 

Computer Vision is concerned with the theory of building artificial systems that obtain 

information from images. The image data can have many forms such as video sequence, 

views from multiple cameras or multi-dimensional data from a medical scanner. There are 

many characteristics of computer vision of which are considered to be relevant are image 

processing/image analysis which focuses on 2D images and their transformations, imaging 

which focuses on producing images, focus on 3D images, machine vision focuses on 

manufacturing applications and pattern recognition. Typical tasks of computer vision are 

recognition, motion, scene reconstruction, image restoration, image acquisition, pre-

processing, feature extraction, detection and high-level processing. Organization of computer 

vision systems is application dependent. Video Surveillance is an important application of 

Computer Vision for an organization, from the security point of view. This is one application 

where an automated system can replace human beings, as well as have inputs which are not 

possible through human surveillance alone. 

A shadow occurs when an object partially or totally occludes direct light from a source of 

illumination. In general, shadows can be divided into two major classes: self shadows and 

cast shadows. A self shadow occurs in the portion of an object which is not illuminated by 

direct light. A cast shadow is the area projected by the object in the direction of direct light. 
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Cast shadows can be further classified into umbra and penumbra region, which is a result of 

multi-lighting and self shadows also have many sub-regions such as shading and inter 

reflection. Usually, the self shadows are vague shadows and do not have clear boundaries. On 

the other hand, cast shadows are hard shadows and always have a violent contrast to 

background. Because of these different properties, algorithms to handle these two kinds of 

shadows are different. 

Detection and tracking is vital to many applications dealing with image sequences such 

as video surveillance. However, an unexpected shadow causes difficulties such as object 

merging, shape distortion and even loss of object [1]. The difficulties in shadow detection 

arise because they share two important visual features. First, since shadows typically differ 

from background, shadow points are detected as foreground objects. Second, shadows move 

in same motion as their objects casting them [1]. For these reasons, shadow detection and 

removal in images/videos is serious problem and has become an active research area. 

Any foreground object segmented out from a video which have a semantic meaning is 

called Video Object plane (VOP). An innate problem of VOP generation is that objects of 

interest are not homogeneous with respect to low level features such as color, intensity, 

texture and optical flow. Hence, conventional low-level segmentation algorithms will fail to 

extract required meaningful partitions. Hence automatic segmentation of VOPs is active 

research topic which has lot of challenging problems like shape changing, rotations, intra 

object motion, rigid parts, cluttered background, moving background and eliminating 

shadows etc., [2].  

The unwanted information penetrated into image which contaminates the image details is 

referred as noise. Most well known impulsive noise is “Salt” and “Pepper” noise which is 

caused due to bit errors induced in transmission, dead pixels, and analog to digital conversion 

[3]. 

Digital media is transmitted through unstructured networks which makes vulnerable to 

many attacks. Data hiding is required to protect the digital media content from attacks as the 

copyright owners compensated every time their work is used [4]. Watermarking is a 

technique of data hiding which embeds data into a digital signal.  

With the development of modern technology, more attention has been shifted from 

tracking and detection toward spatial resolution for object recognition, mapping and image 

capabilities [5]. Super resolution (SR) technique refers to generation of high resolution (HR) 

image from low resolution (LR) image by adding some additional details of the image [6]. In 

tracking, the objects segmented out needs to observe comprehensively for which, mere 

zooming causes the object to blur and loose its features. Hence, super resolution is required to 

enhance the image details. 

In this paper we have presented an algorithm for shadow removal in VOP based on [7] 

and a digital watermarking technique for VOP based on localized Biorthogonal wavelets. In 

our work, we have implemented a system for super resolution of the watermarked VOP 

sequences after object is  tracked(without shadow and noise). Further sections of the paper 

are organized as follows. Related work is explained in section 2. Section 3 discuss about the 

proposed system. Experimental results and qualitative analysis of different test cases are 

given in section 4. We conclude the paper in Section 5. 
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2. Related Works 
 

2.1 Shadow Removal 
 

A large number of shadow detection and removal algorithms have been proposed in past 

literature. The different approaches proposed can be classified as blob tracking, active 

contour tracking, Markov random field tracking, color and pattern based tracking, luminance 

information, gradient density information, color information, texture and intensity reduction, 

texture attributes, image block statistics [8] and RGB chroma model [9]. A number of 

approaches and taxonomy are also presented for shadow detection and removal [1].The 

background suppression [10] approach requires a computationally expensive background 

update, but is more general and thus we focus on it in the following. Our paper presents a 

gradient based subtraction method focused to eliminate shadows from VOP. 
 

2.2   VOP 
 

Many segmentation algorithms exist in the literature. Depending upon the processing, 

they are classified into 3 types as spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal segmentation. We have 

used our own segmentation algorithm presented in [2] to generate VOP. In this algorithm, 

first the background model is extracted using initial frames. Frame differences between two 

consecutive frames are calculated by block matching method to track the objects in motion. 

The blocks which changed in current frame compared with preceding and succeeding frames 

are considered as changed blocks and are tracked. Similarly, rigid parts are also tracked by 

using extracted background model and using average threshold method between blocks.  

Quantization and boundary detection of the frames is the final step.  For selection of 

boundaries of VOPs, a quantization technique is applied on the blocks based on peer group 

filtering [11]. A pixel in each block is used to quantize by computing Euclidean distances 

among all pixels of the block with respect to selected pixel. By combining all the edges 

tracked after the quantization process, boundaries of the object can be established. By this 

method, shadows are not detected as the algorithm works on motion of foreground objects 

with respect to background since shadows have same motion as their objects casting them. 

We have used this method to generate VOPs. 
 

2.3   Filters 
 

There are many filters proposed to remove noise from images in the past literature. In 

[12], the authors used fourth order partial differential equations for image enhancement. To 

remove salt and pepper noise, a method proposed based on histogram distributions and soft 

decision to distinguish impulsive noise from legitimate pixels [13]. In [14], the authors 

compared different types of smoothing filters for impulsive noises incurred through 

transmission of a digital image such as mean filter, simple median filter, component median 

filter, vector median filter, spatial median filter and modified spatial median filter. We have 

used component median filter (CMF) here to remove salt and pepper noise. 
 

2.4   Watermarking 
 

Watermarking is necessary for authentication. Currently digital watermarking is divided 

into two categories by embedding position – spatial domain and transform domain [15]. The 

various techniques of spatial domain category are least significant bit (LSB) modification 
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[16], patchwork, texture block coding [15] etc. Watermarking technology shifted to transform 

domain in recent years since transform domain is more robust and compatible to popular 

image compression standards. Possible methods of frequency transformation include Discrete 

Fourier transform (DFT), discrete cosine transforms (DCT) and discrete wavelet transform 

(DWT). We have proposed a DWT watermarking technique as it provides high robustness 

and can easily applicable to true color images. 

 

2.5   Super Resolution 
 

Generation of high resolution images from low resolution images can be achieved by 

reconstruction and learning based methods [6]. Multiple low resolution images of the same 

scene are used to extract certain information from each image and combine them resulting in 

a single high resolution image. It is necessary that each image has some extra information and 

achieved through sub-pixel shifting. Frequency domain approach is one of the methods used 

for reconstruction [17]. On the other hand, learning based approaches maintains a relation 

between LR and HR image. They rely on learning of characteristics of a specific image set to 

gather extra information required for HR generation. There are many super-resolution 

techniques and algorithms. Some uses kernel based interpolation techniques like bi-cubic, 

bilinear and Sub-pixel edge localization. In [6], we proposed a novel reconstruction approach 

of super resolution based on multiple images. In [2], we proposed another method for HR 

image generation based on edge modeling and laplacian sub band. We have used both 

methods in this system to create high resolution shadow removed VOP.  
 

3. Proposed Methodology 
 

The proposed system consists of four modules viz., denoising of VOP, Shadow removal 

from VOP, Watermarking and Super-resolution by Multiframe method as shown in Fig. 1. 

We will discuss these modules in subsequent subsections. 

 
Fig. 1. Proposed System 

 

3.1 Noise Removal 
 

To remove “Salt and Pepper” noise from image sequences, we have used component 

median filter (CMF) specified in [14] as it preserves image details accurately. A filter mask 

(usually of size 3X3 or 5X5) is applied over a point to be studied. The component median 

filter finds medians for each component of RGB color space under the mask and combined to 

form a new point, used to replace the pixel studied. 

 

        CMF(X1,.,XN) = [MED(X1R,.,XNR) MED(X1G,..,XNG) MED(X1B,..,XNB) ]
T
                    (1) 

 

Where X1,….,XN  are the pixels which fall under filter mask of size NxN. 

MED(X1i,..,XNi) indicates median of pixels and „i‟ denotes R, G and B color components. It is 

better than all other filters explained in [14] as it works on each component of RGB color 

space. We have imparted “salt and pepper” noise level of 5 percent to the image sequences. 
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Fig. 2(a) and fig. 2(b) shows original video frame and VOP generated respectively. Fig. 2(c) 

and fig. 2(d) shows the VOP frames after noise added and removed. 
 

3.2 Shadow Removal 
 

In this section, we present Shadow detection and removal algorithm for VOP based on 

gradient based background subtraction (GBS) and contours adopted using [7]. The algorithm 

is presented in Table.1.  

                   

Table.1. Algorithm: Shadow Removal of VOP 
 

1. 1. Contour Generation: The contours of the foreground objects of the VOP 

without shadow are generated by using Gradient Based Background Subtraction. 

2. 2. Closure of Contours: The contours generated are needed to be closed and this 

can be done by a closure operation. 

3. 3. Detection of boundaries of blobs: Subtract the closed contours from foreground 

objects to result in a number of blobs which consist of shadow regions. The boundaries of 

each blob are determined. 

4. 4. Shadow blobs detection and removal: The shadow regions in the blobs are 

detected using neighborhood ratio calculation and are removed from foreground objects of 

VOP.  

 

3.2.1 Contour Generation: Separation of shadow blobs and foreground objects is a very 

difficult task as they are well connected and no other image details are available. For 

detection of contours, we pass VOP through Gaussian mixture model (GMM) based 

subtraction and gradient based subtraction (GBS) [18]. We have used Gaussian mixture 

model presented by Stauffer and Grimson [19] to generate foreground pixels as shown in fig. 

2 (e). In GMM model, the recent history of each pixel is maintained using „k‟ (usually 3 to 5) 

Gaussian distributions which are associated with attributes like weight, mean and variance. 

According to [18], GBS depends on GMM based background subtraction attributes. In the 

GBS, number of Gaussians models each pixel to find whether it belongs to contour or 

foreground. Gradient magnitude (Dm) and gradient direction (Dd) are the features of each 

pixel considered to be a vector Δ [Dm, Dd]. A distribution is needed for Δ to model the 

gradient of pixel intensities. The gradients are calculated by the gray values of the pixels and 

the distribution F(Dm, Dd) is generated [18]. If for a certain gradient vector, the probability of 

being generated from background gradient distribution is less than some threshold, the pixel 

belongs to foreground which acts as the contour. Fig. 2(e) and fig. 2(f) shows the results of 

foreground objects of VOP and gradient based subtraction for VOP frame. 
 

3.2.2 Closure of Generated Contours: On application of gradient based subtraction to VOP, 

it can‟t detect accurate contours as there are no background details available. The ineffective 

parameters and thresholding makes some part of the object contour eradication. So the output 

will be partial contours of the foreground object. To fill up the contours, a close operation can 

be performed with appropriate structuring element [20] as shown in fig. 2(g).  
 

3.2.3 Detection of Boundaries of Blobs: The contour filled objects obtained in the above 

section are subtracted from the foreground object VOP to result in number of blobs which are 

identified using connected component analysis [20] (fig. 2(h)). The boundaries around each 

blob are detected with canny edge detection method [20] as shown in fig. 2(i). 
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3.2.4 Shadow Blobs Detection: For each blob generated from the above step, a 

neighborhood ratio [7] is calculated. The eight neighbors of each boundary pixel are checked 

if they overlap with the closed contour generated in section 3.2.2. If either of the pixels exists, 

a match count (Mc) is incremented. After all the boundary pixels of a particular blob are 

covered, a neighborhood ratio (Nr) is calculated by taking ratio of match count and total 

number of boundary pixels of that blob (Q).   

   Nr = Mc/Q                                                                             (2) 

If Nr of a certain blob is less than some threshold TH, then that blob is considered to be 

shadow region and discarded from foreground VOP. The process is continued for all blobs 

and are discarded which fall under threshold from the foreground VOP (fig 2(e)). A mask 

operation is applied on it with the true color VOP to get shadow removed VOP as shown in 

fig. 2(l). 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Sequence of frames. 2(a) Original frame 74. 2(b) VOP.  2(c) Noise added. 
2 (d) Noise removed. 2(e) Foreground pixels. 2(f) GBS result. 2(g) Contour 

closure. 2(h) Blobs identified. 2(i) Boundary detection. 2(j) Shadow detected. 
2(k) Result image. 2(l) Masked output. 2(m) Watermark added. 2(n) HR image 

with multiframe method.  
 

3.3  Digital Watermarking 

 

A DWT based watermarking is proposed for VOP authentication based on [21 & 22]. As 

wavelet transformation is robust against simple image processing operations like low pass 

filtering, blurring and contrast enhancement and can also endure cropping operations. DWT 

transformation decomposes the image/frame into different frequency coefficients such as 

approximation coefficients (LL1) and detail coefficients. The approximation coefficients are 

low frequency coefficients which contain largely image details. The other detail coefficients 

are given as vertical detail coefficients (LH1), horizontal detail coefficients (HL1) and 

diagonal detail coefficients (HH1) as shown in fig. 3. The conventional wavelet watermarking 

techniques embeds the watermark in the components of the first level DWT. As VOP 

contains no other details except extracted foreground objects, we have used one level DWT 

decomposition to embed a watermark in the proposed technique.  

 

 
Fig. 3. First Level DWT Decomposition 
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In this paper, Digital Image Watermarking using Localized Biorthogonal wavelets for 

VOP is used. Biorthogonal wavelets have the properties of perfect reconstruction, symmetry 

and have higher embedding capacity if they are decomposed into different channels. The 

watermark embedded in the VOP and the extracted watermarks are shown in fig.  4(a) and 

4(b) respectively. The watermark embedded VOP is shown in fig. 2(m). 

 

                                                                       
 

Fig. 4(a). Watermark Inserted in VOP       Fig. 4(b).Watermark Extracted from  
      Frame 74                                                                                                

 

3.4 Super-Resolution 
 

The VOP is super resolved using multiframe edge model based superresolution 

technique. 

 

3.4.1 SR Based on Multiple Frames: Super resolution in this method is based on multiple 

frames of sharpened edges. For this, meaningful segments are divided using Histogram based 

segmentation which does the task of dividing manageable frames by calculating the number 

of pixels of each gray level of consecutive frames. The difference of number of pixels D is 

calculated as 

           |)()(|
1

kHkH
n

k

cp


                                                (3) 

Where Hp(k) and Hc (k) denotes number of k
th
 gray level pixels of previous frame and 

current frame respectively. Rotation angle between current frame fc and previous frame fp is 

calculated by Planner Motion Estimation (angle Φm) and shift estimation i.e., horizontal (X) 

and vertical (Y) shifts are calculated [6] by registration process. The laplacian pyramid (L1) 

images are generated by using symmetric residue pyramid (SRP) technique which in turns 

uses Gaussian pyramid images (Fig.5). Let G0 be the original image and G1 be the 1st level 

Gaussian pyramid image. G1 is a result of applying a low-pass filter to G0. L0 is the error 

given by L0 = G0-G1.  

 
Fig. 5. Laplacian Generation Method 

 

An iterative symmetric residue pyramid (SRP) algorithm is used to generate edge 

representation. By applying unsharp mask (UM) filter technique, sharpness of the laplacian 

images is enhanced.  Converting RGB color space of images into YCbCr color space, the 

sharpened edge details are injected into Y color space of original frames and reconvert them 

to RGB color space. The HR image generated using this method is shown in fig. 2(n).    
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3.4.2 Algorithm:  
 

1.  Histogram based segmentation is used to group the similar frames together i.e, 

segmentation in temporal domain. Here similar frames mean frame related to same 

scene. 

2.  The above video segments are processed one by one. Two frames from a video 

segment are taken at a time - previous (reference) frame fp and current frame fc. 

3.  Rotation angle between current frame fc and previous frame fp is calculated by 

Planner Motion Estimation. Let‟s say angle is φm. 

4.  Rotate the image fc by - φm to cancel the rotation. 

5.  Estimate shifts i.e, horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) shifts between current frame fc and 

previous frame fp. 

6.  Reconstruct the high resolution image (fh) using current frame fc ,previous frame fp 

,φm, X and Y.  

(a) Map the co-ordinates of each pixel of the current frame fc to the previous frame 

fp using φm,  X and Y.  

(b) Using these samples, interpolate the pixel values on High resolution grid. 

7.  Compute the edge representation (L-1) of the reference image fp by SR method. 

8.  Apply sharpness enhancement on the edge representation (L-1) by Unsharp method. 

9.  Inject the sharpened edge representation in the high resolution image (fh) to get final 

HR image. 

10.  Repeat Steps 2-9 with fp = fc and fc = next frame for a video segment. 

11.  Repeat Steps 2-10 for all video segments generated by histogram based 

segmentation. 

 
Fig. 6. Block Diagram of Process of Generating Super-resolved Image and 

Injecting Sharpened Edges. 
 

3.4.3 Temporal Video Segmentation: It is the first step towards Super resolution of digital 

video sequences [9]. Its goal is to divide the video stream into a set of meaningful and 

manageable segments that are used as basic elements for SR algorithm. When two images are 

sufficiently dissimilar, there may be a cut. Based 19 on the metrics used to detect the 

difference between successive frames, the algorithms can be divided broadly into three 

categories: pixel, block based and histogram comparisons [9]. So to divide given input video 

to meaningful segments we can choose histogram segmentation which is having the 

advantage of reducing sensitivity to camera and object movements by comparing the 

histograms of successive images [9]. 

  

3.4.3.1 Histogram Based Video Segmentation: In the histogram based video segmentation, 

differences of the no of pixels of each gray level of consecutive frames are calculated. Let‟s 
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say histogram of a frame fp is an n-dimensional vector Hp(k), k=1,2,.. n, where n is the 

number of gray levels, Hp(k) is the number of pixels from the frame fp with gray level j and 

Hc(k) is the number of pixels from the frame fc with gray level k. If the absolute sum of 

histogram differences (D) between two successive frames is greater than a threshold T as 

given in [2], a cut is declared.  

                       |)()(|
1

kHkHD
n

k

cp


  

3.4.4 Registration: As discussed earlier, if the image have sub-pixel shifts then each image 

cannot be obtained from the others, assuming each image has different shifts. New 

information is therefore contained in each low-resolution image, and it can be exploited to 

obtain a high-resolution image. To use of that unique information, first we need to apply a 

process called registration. Image registration is the process of transforming the different sets 

of data into one coordinate system. Registration is necessary in order to be able to integrate 

the data obtained from different samples. Relation between images is calculated during Image 

registration giving the motion vector information i.e., shifts and rotation as output. Once the 

motion vector information is obtained, all pixels from available frames are mapped back onto 

reference frame based on the motion vector information, to obtain an high-resolution frame. 

This process of mapping the pixels from different samples is called as reconstruction of an 

image. The motion can be described as a function of three parameters - horizontal shifts X, 

vertical shifts Y, and a planar rotation angle φ. A frequency domain approaches is used for 

estimating 20 these motion parameters between the reference image and the other image. A 

frequency domain approach allows estimation of the horizontal and vertical shift and the 

(planar) rotation separately. In this section, a planar motion estimation method is described 

for the registration images taken in sequence from a single obtained video segment from 

histogram based segmentation. As the Fourier transforms explicitly used, our method is 

limited to band limited signals described in the Fourier basis. Although this limits the 

applicability of such a method, it is a very reasonable assumption in practice. The optical 

system of a digital camera typically acts as a low-pass filter, and attenuates or blocks all high 

frequencies. The captured image will therefore be an essentially band-limited signal. This 

method computes the planar shift and rotation parameters between a pair of images[10]. 
 

3.4.4.1 Planar Motion Estimation: We use a frequency domain algorithm to estimate the 

motion parameters between the reference image and each of the other images. Only planar 

motion parallel to the image plane is allowed. Let‟s say the motion is described as a function 

of three parameters: horizontal and vertical shifts, Δx1 and Δx2, and a planar rotation angle φ. 

Fourier based image registration methods only allow global motion in a plane parallel to the 

image plane. A frequency domain approach allows us to estimate the horizontal and vertical 

shift and the (planar) rotation separately. Assume we have a continuous two-dimensional 

reference signal f1(x) and its shifted and rotated version f2(x): 
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This can be expressed in Fourier domain as  

 
with F2(u) the two-dimensional Fourier transform of f2(x) and the coordinate transformation 

x‟ = x + Δx. After another transformation x” = Rx‟, the relation between the amplitudes of the 

Fourier transforms can be computed as  

 
   We can see that F2(u) is a rotated version of F1(u) over the same angle φ as the spatial 

domain rotation (see Fig. 3). F1(u) and F2(u) do not depend on the shift values Δx, because 

the spatial domain shifts only affect the phase values of the Fourier transforms. Therefore we 

can first estimate the rotation angle φ from the amplitudes of the Fourier transforms F1(u) and 

F2(u) . After compensation for the rotation, the shift 4 can be computed from the phase 

difference between F1(u) and F2(u) . 

 

3.4.4.2 Rotation Estimation: The rotation angle between F1(u) and F2(u) can be computed as 

the angle φ for which the Fourier transform of the reference image F1(u) and the rotated 

Fourier transform of the image to be registered F2(u) have maximum correlation. Fig.7 shows 

the effect of image rotation in Fourier domain. 

 

           
                                                                    (a)                      (b) 

Fig.7. Shows the effect of image rotation on Fourier transform 
representation.(a) Fourier transform representation of original lena image.(b) 

Fourier transform representation of lena rotated image (φ = 45 degrees) 
 

3.4.4.3 Shift Estimation: A shift of the image parallel to the image plane can be expressed in 

Fourier domain as a linear phase shift: 

 
It is well known that the shift parameters Δ can thus be computed as the slope of the 

phase difference ( F2(u)/F1(u)). To make the solution less sensitive to noise, we fit a plane 

through the phase differences using a least squares method. 
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3.4.5 Super-Resolved Image Reconstruction: It involves generation of high resolution 

image by using multiple low resolution image and relation between them. Here relation 

means Rotation and Shift estimation between low resolution images. In this reconstruction 

algorithm, the samples of the different low-resolution images are first expressed in the 

coordinate frame of the reference image. Then, based on these known samples, the image 

values are interpolated on a regular high-resolution grid. We chose bi-cubic interpolation 

because of its low computational complexity and good results. 

What is the optimal number of images to use when reconstructing a high-resolution 

image? The exact answer to this question depends on many parameters, such as the 

registration accuracy, imaging model, total frequency content, and so forth. Intuitively, two 

effects need to be balanced. On one hand, the more images there are, the better the 

reconstruction should be. On the other hand, there is a limit to the improvements that can be 

obtained: even from a very large number of very low-resolution images of a scene, it will not 

be possible to reconstruct a sharp, high-resolution image. Blur, noise, and inaccuracies in the 

signal model limit the increase in resolving power that can be obtained. In our case, the 

registration accuracy will limit the selection of number of input images. The optimal number 

of images used at a time to reconstruct the high resolution image is two in our case. High 

resolution image is reconstructed from two consecutive low resolution images in video 

sequence at a time. Coordinates of the pixels in the second frame are estimated using the 

registration parameters of the first frame. The high resolution image is obtained by 

interpolating these known samples to the high resolution grid. 

 
3.4.6 Gaussian Pyramid: The Gaussian Pyramid is a hierarchy of low-pass filtered versions 

of the original image, such that successive levels correspond to lower frequencies. The low-

pass filtering is done using convolution with a Gaussian filter kernel. The Gaussian pyramid 

on image I is defined as: 

G0(x; y) = I 

Gi+1(x; y) = REDUCE(Gi(x, y)) 

The REDUCE operation is carried out by convolving the image with a Gaussian low pass 

filter. 

Fig.8 shows the gaussian pyramid. The original image is repeatedly filtered and 

subsampled to generate the sequence of reduced resolution images G1, G2 etc [15]. 

 

                                
Fig.8. The Gaussian Pyramid                          Fig.9. The Laplacian Pyramid 

 

3.4.7 Laplacian Pyramid: The Laplacian is then computed as the difference between the 

original image and the low pass filtered image.  

As shown in the Fig.10, the Laplacian image is the result of the low pass filtered image 

subtracted from the original image. Let G0 be the original image and G1 be the 1st level 

Gaussian pyramid image. G1 is a result of applying a low-pass filter to G0.  
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Fig. 10. Shows Laplacian Generation Method 

 

The error L0 is then given by L0= G0 - G1 

The first subband L0, captures all the sharp edges in the image. The Laplacian pyramid 

will give the edge representation as shown in Fig.9. 

For generating an HR video frame, the sharp edges must be identified in the LR and their 

sharpness must be restored in the HR image. The current work makes use of recent results 

related to Laplacian pyramid to identify edges. The Laplacian pyramid, like all other 

multiresolution representations, creates a hierarchy of subbands encoding edges of decreasing 

sharpness [13][15]. 
 

3.4.8 Symmetric Residue Pyramid: Another method - Symmetric Residue Pyramids [4] was 

proposed as an extension to Burt Laplacian pyramids. This extension of the Laplacian 

pyramid exploits the redundancy present in the Laplacian pyramid to achieve better signal 

compaction and non redundant edge representation. 

The process of generating a Li given a Gi starts with an initial guess, which may even be a 

blank (zero) image. An iterative process is deployed to get one of the acceptable Li: (exp is 

the expand/interpolation operation, ss is subsampling and lpf is low-pass filtering).  

 Li[0] = Initial guess (may even be 0 image)  

 Gi[k] = exp(Gi+1) + Li[k] (usual pyramid reconstruction)  

 Li[k + 1] = Gi[k] - exp(ss(lpf (Gi[k])))  

The output Li[k + 1] will contain the detected edges. Here L-1 is nothing but a zoomed 

edge representation. 

 
3.4.9 L-1 Generation: The first subband L0 of Laplacian Pyramid, captures all the sharp 

edges in the image. But its resolution is same as that of input image. But for super-resolution, 

up-sampled edges are required. So according to Laplacian pyramid, we need to find the sub-

band in reverse order which is L-1. So the algorithm mentioned previous section for 

Symmetric residue pyramid becomes as follows - 

 L-1[0] = Initial guess (may even be 0 image) 

 G-1 [k] = exp(G0) + L-1[k] (usual pyramid reconstruction) 

 L-1[k + 1] = G-1[k] - exp(ss(lpf (G-1[k]))) 
 

3.4.10 Sharpness Enhancement: The visual appearance of an image may be significantly 

improved by emphasizing its high frequency contents to enhance the edge and detail 

information in it. The classic unsharp masking (UM) technique is often employed for this 

purpose. From a signal-processing standpoint, an unsharp mask is generally a filter that 

amplifies high-frequency components.  

An unsharp mask cannot create additional detail, but it can greatly enhance the 

appearance of detail by increasing small-scale acutance. Acutance describes how quickly 

image information transitions at an edge, and so high acutance results in sharp transitions and 

detail with clearly defined borders.  
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In image processing, deconvolution is the process of approximately inverting the process 

that caused an image to be blurred. While unsharp masking increases the apparent sharpness 

of an image in ignorance of the manner in which the image was acquired. For deconvolution 

to be effective, all variables in the image scene and capturing device need to be modelled, 

including aperture, focal length, distance to subject, lens and media refractive indices and 

geometries.  

Therefore applying deconvolution successfully to general-purpose camera images is 

usually not feasible, since the geometries of the scene are not set. But for general purpose use, 

methods such as unsharp mask are usually sufficient, and generally cost-effective.  

In our proposed method, the edges L-1 calculated in previous sections are sharpened by 

using unsharp masking (UM) technique. Let‟s say output of unsharp masking is L`-1. 

 
3.4.11 Injecting Edge Details in Image: Color image consists of 3 channels R,G and B. Any 

one of these channel may not describe the structure of the scene e.g. objects or edges. So R,G 

and B channels are not convenient for injecting the edges. So image is converted to another 

color space called YCbCr consisting of 3 channels Y, Cb and Cr. Y channel contains the 

structure of the scene e.g. objects and edges in gray scale. It is a weighted average of the all 

R, G and B color. But our eyes are more sensitive to green color so weight for green color is 

given more. Cb and Cr contains the blue and red color information. To modify the edges in an 

image, we can use only Y channel. Now sharpened edges L`-1 needs to be added to the 

zoomed image I`. As I` can be a color image, sharpened edges L`-1 can‟t be added directly to 

image. So first I0 is converted to YCbCr color space from RGB color space. Y channel of 

YCbCr color space is used to add edges. After adding edges, image is converted back to RGB 

color space. 
 

4. Experimental Results 
 

The VOP sequences are generated using the VOP generation algorithm given by [2]. 

Shadows of the VOP were removed using the algorithm explained in section 3.2. Digital 

watermarking of the VOP is done using Discrete Wavelet Transform. The VOPs were super-

resolved using the algorithms proposed in [2, 6]. We have tested the shadow removal 

algorithm for VOP sequences for different scenarios. The threshold value TN specified for 

neighborhood calculation is set to 0.8 which means that less than 80 percent of the shadow 

boundaries are connected to object contour. We have calculated Root Mean Square Error 

(RMSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and blur index for different frames after 

applying super resolution. The algorithms have been implemented in Matlab and tested on 

2.99 GHz Core2Duo processor with RAM of size 2GB. 

For the qualitative analysis of the generated SR VOP sequences, we have used MSU 

Video Quality Measurement Tool from Graphics & Media Lab, Moscow State University, 

Russia [24].  We used two metrics for this comparison. They are the MSU Blurring Metric 

and DCT-based video quality metric (VQM). For two values in blurring metric, whichever 

greater, is sharper than the other. VQM result gives the perception difference between two 

methods. For two values in VQM result whichever greater, is more perceptible than the other. 

The proposed algorithms for shadow removal and digital watermarking of VOP and other 

modules, noise removal and super resolution by two methods are considered in different ways 

to have different test cases. The qualitative results are found out for each test case and found 

out a best method for video surveillance application. The quality checking metrics such as 

blurring metric and VQM perception quality difference are also found out.  
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4.1 Test Case 1 
 

Initially 5 percent noise level is added to the input VOP to obtain noisy VOP. The added 

noise is removed by applying CMF filter. Shadow has been removed from the VOP with the 

proposed algorithm. Watermark is added to the resultant VOP using the above mentioned 

technique and  then super resolved by the multiframe method. The watermark is extracted 

after super resolving the VOP. To know the effect, the quality checking metrics have been 

used. The blurring metric and VQM perception quality difference had also been found out. 

The setup is shown in fig. 11 and the results are tabulated in table 2. Fig.12 gives the super 

resolved VOPs using this test case experimental setup and watermarks extracted. Fig.13 

provides blur index and VQM measurement graphs for both VOPs. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Proposed System for Test case 1 

 
 
 

Table. 2. Quality Checking Metrics for Test case 1 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig.12. (a) Super resolved frame 75 of 1st VOP by Multiframe method (b) Super 
resolved frame 100 of 2nd VOP by Multiframe method (c) extracted watermark 

from frame 75 of 1st VOP which is super resolved by Multiframe method. 
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Fig. 13. (a) & (b) Blur index and VQM measurement of 1st VOP respectively (c) 

& (d) Blur index and VQM measurement of 2nd VOP respectively. 
 

4.2 Test Case 2 
 

In the second test case, noise is added to input VOP and it is removed prior to shadow 

elimination. After elimination of shadow, it is super resolved by multiframe method and 

authenticated by DWT watermarking. The experimental setup of test case 2 is shown in fig. 

14 and results are tabulated in table 3. Fig. 15 gives the super resolved VOPs and watermarks 

extracted using the test case 2 setup. Fig. 16 gives the blur index and VQM measurement 

graphs of two VOP sequences. 
 

 
Fig.14. Proposed System for Test case 2 

 
 

Table. 3. Quality Checking Metrics for Test case 2 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig.15. (a) 75 frame of 1st Super resolved VOP by Multiframe method.  (b) 
Super resolved frame 100 of 2nd VOP by Multiframe method. (c) extracted 

watermark from frame 75 of 1st  SR VOP by Multiframe method.  
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Fig. 16. (a) & (b) Blur index and VQM measurement of 1st VOP respectively (c) 
& (d) Blur index and VQM measurement of 2nd VOP respectively. 

 
4.3 Test Case 3 
 

In this test case, initially shadow has been eliminated from the input VOP. Addition of 

noise and reduction of noise is performed in subsequent steps. A watermark is added to the 

resultant VOP which then is super resolved by multiframe method to provide two super 

resolved VOPs. Watermark embedded is extracted to check the distortion made by super 

resolution.The experimental setup is shown in fig.17. Results are tabulated in table 4. Fig.18 

shows super resolved VOPs and watermarks extracted. Fig.19 provides with blur index and 

VQM measurement graphs. 
 

 
Fig.17. Proposed System for Test case 3 

 
 

Table. 4. Quality Checking Metrics for Test Case 3 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig.18. (a) Super resolved frame 75 of 1st VOP by Multiframe method (b) Super 
resolved frame 100 of 2nd VOP by Multiframe method (c) extracted watermark 

from frame 75 of 1st VOP which is super resolved by Multiframe method. 
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Fig.19. (a) & (b) Blur index and VQM measurement of 1st VOP respectively (c) 
& (d) Blur index and VQM measurement of 2nd VOP respectively 

 

4.4 Test Case 4 
 

The test case 4 procedure is similar to test case 3 but addition and extraction of 

watermark is performed after super resolving the VOP. Fig.20 provides the system setup for 

test 4. The results are tabulated in table 5. Fig.21 and fig.22 provides with super resolved 

VOPs, extracted watermarks and blur index, VQM measurement graphs of super resolved 

VOP for two different VOP sequences respectively. 
 

 
Fig.20. Proposed System for Test Case 4 

 
 

Table. 5. Quality Checking Metrics for Test Case 4 
 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 21. (a) Super resolved frame 75 of 1st VOP by Multiframe method (b) Super 
resolved frame 100 of 2nd VOP by Multiframe method (c) extracted watermark 

from frame 75 of 1st VOP which is super resolved by Multiframe method. 
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Fig.22. (a) & (b) Blur index and VQM measurement of 1st VOP respectively (c) 
& (d) Blur index and VQM measurement of 2nd VOP respectively 

 

4.5 Test Case 5 
 

Initially, shadow is eliminated from the input VOP. The resultant shadow eliminated 

VOP is super resolved by multiframe method. To study the effect of noise and watermarking 

on super resolved VOP, 5 percent level of noise is added which is then reduced. For 

authentication, a watermark is embedded into the resultant VOP. The qualitative results have 

been found out and are tabulated in table 6. Fig.23 gives the test case experimental setup. 

Fig.24 gives the super resolved VOPs by multiframe method and of 2 VOP sequences. Fig. 

25 provides with blur index and VQM measurement graphs of both VOP sequences.   
 

 
Fig.23. Proposed System for Test Case 5 

 
 

Table. 6. Quality Checking Metrics for Test Case 5 
 

 
 

 

 
Fig.24. (a) Super resolved frame 75 of 1st VOP by Multiframe method (b) Super 
resolved frame 100 of 2nd VOP by Multiframe method (c) extracted watermark 

from frame 75 of 1st VOP which is super resolved by Multiframe method.  
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Fig.25. (a) & (b) Blur index and VQM measurement of 1st VOP respectively (c) 

& (d) Blur index and VQM measurement of 2nd VOP respectively 
 

4.6 Test Case 6 
 

The experimental setup of test case 6 is similar to setup of test case5. Some modules have 

been interchanged to have complete view of results of different tests. Initially, shadow is 

eliminated from input VOP and is super resolved by multiframe method. A watermark is 

embedded by using DWT watermarking for authentication. To study noise effect, some noise 

is inserted which is then tried to reduce by applying noise removal smoothing filter on the 

resultant VOP. The watermarks are extracted then to discover the distortion occurred to them. 

Fig. 26 provides with the setup. The results are tabulated in table 7. Fig. 27 provides with the 

VOP frames which have been undergone through all the setup process. Fig. 28 provides the 

blur index and VQM measurement graphs. 
 

 
Fig.26. Proposed System for Test Case 6 

 
 

Table. 7. Quality Checking Metrics for Test Case 6 
 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 27. (a) Super resolved frame 75 of 1st VOP by Multiframe method (b) Super 
resolved frame 100 of 2nd VOP by Multiframe method (c) extracted watermark 

from frame 75 of 1st VOP which is super resolved by Multiframe method. 
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Fig. 28. (a) & (b) Blur index and VQM measurement of 1st VOP respectively (c) 

& (d) Blur index and VQM measurement of 2nd VOP respectively. 
 

4.7 Test Case 7 
 

To study only super resolution and watermark effects, another experimental procedure is 

arranged as shown in fig. 29. The input VOP is authenticated by embedding a watermark 

which is then super resolved by the multiframe method. The watermarks are extracted from 

sample frames of either super resolved VOPs to know about the distortion occurred under 

super resolution. The qualitative results are tabulated in table 8. The super resolved frames 

and the watermarks extracted from original two different VOPs are given in fig.30. Fig. 31 

provides with graphs of blur index and VQM measurements which measures the sharpness 

and perception difference of VOP sequences.   
 

 
Fig.29. Super Resolution of Watermarked Original VOP 

 
 

Table. 8. Quality Checking Metrics for Test Case 7 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 30. (a) Super resolved frame 75 of 1st VOP by Multiframe method (b) Super 
resolved frame 100 of 2nd VOP by Multiframe method (c) extracted watermark 

from frame 75 of 1st VOP which is super resolved by Multiframe method. 
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Fig. 31. (a) & (b) Blur index and VQM measurement of 1st VOP respectively (c) 

& (d) Blur index and VQM measurement of 2nd VOP respectively 
 

In all the tables presented above for test cases, (i.e. table 2 – table 8), MSE indicates 

Mean square Error value, RMSE indicates Root mean square value, PSNR indicates Peak 

signal to noise ratio. Blur index values denotes the sharpness of that particular method. 

From the tables, it is evident that SR using multiple frames is better than  bicubic and  

bilinear methods. The Blur index and PSNR values of this method are higher and MSE, 

RMSE values are lower which formulates that multiframe super resolution is better. As blur 

index indicates sharpness, SR using multiframes is sharper than other  methods specified. 

For the entire Blur index and VQM graphs shown above, the measurements have taken 

for 2 VOP sequences. In all the respective fig.s of each procedure, (a) & (b) indicates blur 

index and VQM for 1st VOP and (c) & (d) indicates blur index and VQM for 2nd VOP.  Red 

line indicates the multiframe super resolved VOP. Green line indicates the original VOP 

sequence. From all the graphs presented above, it is evident that super resolution using 

multiple frames is more perceptible than other  methods. 

The initial six test cases are considered to compare their performance and to find out the 

best method for video surveillance application. The test case 7 is not considered as the 

shadow elimination is not included. Out of 6 test cases, test case 1 is better by comparing all 

the qualitative results. Taking blur index into account, test case 2 provides better results than 

test case 1. Considering VQM measurements which measures perception quality, test case 1 

provides better results as the values ranges from 4.000 to 9.000 and most frames of it have 

higher VQM values. 

By considering the above scenarios, it shows that test case 1 is considered best for the 

surveillance applications. Moreover, the qualitative results of all test cases show that SR by 

multiframe method  is better than other SR methods. Besides, the watermarks extracted from 

super resolved by multiframe VOPs are accurate than extracted watermarks of SR by other 

methods . Therefore, it can be concluded that test case 1 with SR by multiframe method is 

best suitable for video surveillance applications.          
 

5. Conclusion 
 

A new method for shadow removal from VOP has been proposed. This algorithm gives 

good results for the VOP and also computation efficient. A new DWT based watermarking 

algorithm using localized Biorthogonal wavelets for VOP has been proposed. The generated 

VOP has been super-resolved using multi-frame super resolution video generation algorithms 

as proposed by us in [2 & 6]. The super resolved VOP using multi-frame super resolution 

algorithm gives better results than bilinear, bicubic super resolution methods. Six test cases 

have been formulated with all the modules to find out the best scenario for video surveillance 

application. It has been concluded that the test case 1 with super resolution by multi frame 

method is best suitable for video surveillance applications.  
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